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Chapter 1 : Photosynthesis Diagrams Answer Key
Photosynthesis diagrams worksheet part i: in the diagram below, label parts a-l next to the words in the
structures of photosynthesis box below. _____ leaf _____ cuticle _____ epidermis microsoft word photosynthesis worksheetc author: owner created date:Answers chapters 8 & 9 review – photosynthesis &
cellular respiration photosynthesis: 1. what is the term for the ability to perform work? energy 2. organisms
that make their own food are called producers or autotroph. 3. give three examples of a producer. plants, green
algae, monerans (prokaryotes) 4.Photosynthesis lactic acid fermentation b. c. process that requires oxygen
process that produces oxygen process that does not require oxygen to produce energy and lactic acid of
cellular what are all the products respiration? a carbon dioxide b carbon dioxide and water c carbon dioxide, d
carbon dioxide, glucose glucose water + c02 +Chapter 8, photosynthesis (continued) 7. photosynthesis uses
the energy of sunlight to convert water and carbon dioxide into oxygen and high-energy . light decreases the
rate of photosynthesis. wordwise answer the questions by writing the correct vocabulary terms from
chapter8.3 the process of photosynthesis lesson objectives describe what happens during the light-dependent
reactions. would a plant placed in an atmosphere of pure oxygen be able to conduct photosynthesis? explain
your answer. 16. complete the table about variations of photosynthesis. type description examplesAp bio
photosynthesis & respiration multiple choice use these letters to answer the following questions. ____ 7.
which step shows a split of one molecule into two smaller molecules? a. a b. b c. c d. d e. e 8.____in which
step is an inorganic phosphate added to the reactant?Photosynthesis objective to review the student on the
concepts and processes necessary to successfully answer questions over the process of photosynthesis.
standards photosynthesis is addressed in the topic outline of the college board ap biology course description
guide as described below. ap biology exam connections
Answer key a tree is like a hungry kid by mikki sadil 1. what substance does a tree use for food? c a.
photosynthesis b. chlorophyll c. glucose d. leaves 2. what four things does a tree need for photosynthesis?
sunlight, water, carbon dioxide, and chlorophyll 3. what causes a tree's leaves to appear green? the chlorophyll
inside the leaves 4.Teacher answer key 1. photosynthesis 2. answer will vary. suggested answer: energy from
sunlight is used to change carbon dioxide and water into glucose and oxygen. 3. respiration 4. answer will
vary. suggested answer: oxygen and glucose are combined to produce carbon dioxide and water. then stored
energy is released. 5.Students will explore photosynthesis and cellular respiration . today you need: your
notebook, on food made by photosynthesis, which uses energy from sunlight. this is radiant energy. most of
the the earth is under the answer with a or h.Photosynthesis & cellular respiration worksheet vocabulary:
match the phrases on the left with the term that best fits. following words: atp, convert, photosynthesis,
cellular respiration, glucose, autotroph, heterotroph you may draw diagrams to support your answer. 2 2. what
is the general chemical equation for cellular respiration? 3
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